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 This research introduces and proposes new color model for image processing. The 
model consists of three channels; two channels transmit trichromatic coefficients of the 
red and green colors, and the third channel sets the intensity component.  In purpose of 
application of the new color model for digital image processing, an equation for 
converting colors from RGB to new model and its inverse has been created with 
respect to the architecture of modern embedded systems. Since the proposed color 
model is not expanded to a cylindrical form, the risk to specify the coordinates which 
lie outside the color gamut has been evaluated, and some boundary conditions are 
defined. To prove the usefulness and the validity of new color model, several 
experiments and analysis of the results are presented and demonstrated. Evaluation of 
the performance shows that proposed model around ten times faster compared to 
standard HSI color model for image processing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 It is well known that many algorithms of image processing in spatial, frequency and transform domains 
designed for gray scale images (Keith Jack, 2008; János Schanda, 2007). To be applicable to color images such 
gray-scale methods require reformulation using color models that decouples the color and gray-scale information 
in an image, making it suitable for many of the gray-scale image processing algorithms.  
 The color model is an abstract mathematical model describing the way colors can be represented as tupelos 
of numbers, typically as three or four values or color components. Typical computer graphics, digital signal 
processing and analysis are represented in either RGB color model (used in video systems and graphical files) 
(Keith Jack, 2008); YIQ, YUV or YCbCr (used in video systems); or CMYK used in color printers (János 
Schanda, 2007). The CIE 1931 color space (Wright, William David, 2007) was derived from a series of 
experiments done by W. David Wright (Wright 1928) and John Guild (Guild 1931). In the CIE color model 
each color is represented as three components, but the sum of its return is a constant one. 
 The RGB color model itself has limited applications since the R, G, and B components of an object’s color 
in a digital image, or digital signal processing and analysis are correlated with the amount of light hitting the 
object. As a result, the colors are correlated with each other, and image descriptions in terms of those 
components are difficult to discriminate the object. Descriptions in terms of hue, saturation, value (HSV) or hue, 
saturation, intensity (HSI) are often more relevant. 
 The HSV and HSI color spaces were developed for color manipulating and allow independed representation 
of color information and brightness, which is important for image processing algorithms (Salvador, E., 2004). 
The difference between HSI and HSV is in computation of brightness component that can be V or I according to 
the model. HLS color model (hue, lightness, saturation) is similar to HSI but the term lightness is used rather 
than intensity. Traditionally the HSI color model is best for digital image processing techniques in spatial (such 
as convolution, equalization, histograms and so on) and in frequency (digital image filtration and spectrum 
analysis) domains. These image processing algorithms manipulate the brightness component when color 
components state unchanged during image processing. The HSL, HSV, HSI, or related models are often used in 
computer vision and image analysis for feature detection or image segmentation. The applications of such tools 
include object detection, for instance in robot vision; object recognition, for instance of faces, text, or license 
plates; content-based image retrieval; and analysis of medical images. Some new color models were introduced 
in (Salvador, E., 2004) and (Gevers, T. and A.W.M. Smeulders, 2000) which are relatively robust against 
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illumination changes. These color models are based on the dichromatic reflection model and show good 
characteristics from viewpoint of the performance. However, these color models are not continuous and 
irreversible. 
 In this research, we have introduced a new color model named RtGtIt where two components store 
information about decorrelated colors, and the third one about intensity. As it will be shown, the proposed model 
is around ten times more efficient in  terms of performance compare to standard color models for digital image 
processing. This model is especially actual for such embedded systems as modern smart phones, console devices 
and play stations equipped with low cost processors. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 represents description of proposed color model, section 3 describes results of performance and quality 
analysis, section 4 shows results of gamit evaluation of the color model, and section 5 provides the conclusion. 
 
2. Development and evaluation of new color model: 
 Standard HSI color model for image processing and analysis is not optimal in terms of performance. 
According to the equations proposed by Gonzalez and Woods (2009) conversion from RGB to HSI color space 
(direct transform) meets a set of complex (in terms of computational complexity) mathematical operations such 
as extraction of arccosine function, square root operator and searching for the minimum element of the set. This 
technique requires computation of cosine function and floating-point division when converting from HSI to 
RGB. All operations in direct and inverse transforms based on floating point require arithmetic that definitely 
causes total degradation of image processing performance. Perhaps, this question is non-actual for modern 
desktops system equipped with last generation of multi-core processors with high performance of floating point 
unit, but for low cost segment of embedded systems that emulates floating-point arithmetic standard color 
models is not optimal in point of view of performance. Nowadays, among all portable devises most popular are 
operating under Android operating system (Gottesman, B., 2012). According to performance tips of Android 
developers [8], the programmer should avoid using floating-point computations since floating-point few times 
slower than integer on Android-powered devices. In speed terms, there is no difference between float and double 
and on byte and integer on the more modern hardware. Also, even for integer data type, some processors have 
hardware multiply but lack of hardware divide. In such cases, integer division and modulus operations are 
performed in software. Furthermore, programmer of Android applications should avoid method calls for simple 
methods that called very often in a loop, consider to inline the code (Reto Meier, 2012). Thereby, calls of 
cosine, arccosine or square root methods in standard color models are quite computationally expensive.  
 In our point of view, the fastest color model can be elaborated using CIE color space where each 
trichomatic coefficient defined as a ratio between appropriate RGB component and sum of all RGB components. 
Each trichomatic coefficient in CIE space is represented as a fractional number in the range from 0 to 1. In our 
color model, we have used two trichomatic coefficients for red and blue colors denoted as Rt, Gt respectively. 
Third component of our model is intensity, and it is designated as It. A logical shift bitwise operation (Morris 
Mano, M., 2012) has been used to avoid floating point arithmetic and to adjust the range for desired byte 
representation from 0 to 255. Converting from RGB color space to RtGtIt color space is represented by equations 
1-4. 
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where "<<" and ">>" denotes left and right logical shift respectively. It is obvious to see, that converting from 

RGB to RtGtIt color space includes only simple computational operations, and the intensity component tI  is 
defined by shifting 4 bits to the right of the sum of RGB components. Definition the intensity component 
according to the equation 4 allows simplification of inverse transformations for converting the RtGtIt  to RGB 
color space that can be done according to the equations 5-7. 

6>>⋅= tt IRR            (5) 
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6>>⋅= tt IGG            (6) 

 
6)255( >>⋅−−= ttt IGRB          (7) 

 
 It is obvious to see that equations 5-7 are ideal in terms of microprocessor performance because they 
contain only fast computational operations such as integer multiplication, subtraction and logical shift. Since 

intensity component tI  of  RtGtIt  has reduced resolution, 192 grades compare to 256 grades of standard HSI 
model for most popular 32 bits image formats, the proposed RtGtIt is lossy data color model, meaning that some 
original image information is lost and cannot be restored, possibly affecting image quality. Results of applying 
the RtGtIt model for digital image processing are represented in figure 1. The figure shows that original color 
image is retrieved even it went through converting and inverse transforms process in the proposed color space 
model. 

 
Fig. 1: Applying standard and proposed color models for digital image   processing. (a) Original image. (b) The 

same image after direct and inverse transforms using proposed color model. (c) Contrast stretching of 
original image using standard HSI color model. (d) Contrast stretching of original image using proposed 
color model. 

 
 It also shows that intensity modification during contrast stretching process did not alter the values of color 
components, and it did not impact the overall color perception. Visual analysis of the images represented in 
figure 1 by naked eyes as well as digital zooming allows to come to conclusion that proposed data lossy color 
model does not change image quality significantly.  To study degradation of image quality caused by RtGtIt lossy 
data model, a pilot study is conducted for standard and elaborated color models. Around 100 digital images with 
different resolutions have been analyzed through computation for parameters such as maximum difference 
between pixel brightness of original and transformed image (Max. Dif.). They also have been analyzed through 
normalized cross-correlation (NCC) (Rawashdeh, N.A., 2007), mean squared error (Keelan, B., 2002), peak 
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) (Simoncelli, E.P., 2005) and structural similarity (Wang, Z., 2004; Loza, et al., 
2006). The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of lossy compression 
codecs. We have used the PSNR coefficient to evaluate new color model in data loss terms. When original 
image was compared with the image reconstructed from RtGtIt color space, the PSNR was used as an 
approximation to human perception of reconstruction quality (Welstead, Stephen T., 1999). Higher values of 
PSNR coefficients indicate that the reconstruction is of higher quality. As for the range of validity of this metric, 
it is only conclusively valid when it is used to compare results from the same codec (or model) and same content 
(Huynh-Thu, Q., 2008). Typical values for the PSNR in lossy image formats and video compression are between 
30 and 50 dB, where higher is better (Welstead, Stephen T., 1999). Acceptable values for wireless transmission 
quality loss are considered to be about 20 dB to 25 dB. In current paper, the PSNR coefficient is defined 
according to the equation 8: 
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where L  is the dynamic range of pixel values, ),( jiX  - original image of the m x n pixels resolution, ),( jiY  
is noisy image to be evaluated.  
 The structural similarity (SSIM) index is a method for measuring the similarity between two images (Wang, 
Z., 2004). Like PSNR coefficient the SSIM index is a full reference metric, the measuring of image quality 
based on an initial uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference. The difference with respect to other 
techniques mentioned previously such as PSNR, is that these approaches estimate perceived errors on the other 
hand SSIM considers image degradation as perceived change in structural information. Computation of SSIM 
index provided in current work according to the equation 9: 
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where xµ , yµ  are average values of pixels in images ),( jiX , ),( jiY correspondingly, 
2
xσ , 

2
yσ

 are 

variances, xyσ
 is covariance of images, k1 and k2 are correction coefficients assigned in current work as 0.01 

and 0.03 accordingly. Table 1 summarizes the results of applying elaborated color model to 100 digital images 
acquired with different resolutions from 5 to 12 Megapixels. 
 The data, represented in the table, shows the average values of each parameter. MSE is mean square error, 
Max. Dif denotes the maximum difference of pixels brightness between original and transformed images, NCC 
is normalized cross-correlation, PSNR - peak signal to noise ratio, when SSIM denotes the structural similarity 
index, ± denotes standard deviation. 
 
Table 1: Accuracy of proposed color model compare to standard HSI color space and JPEG codec. 

Name of model 
(codec) 

MSE Max 
Dif. 

NCC PSNR SSIM 

HSI 0 0 1 99 1 
RtGtIt 2.73 

±0.12 
4.00 

±0.92 
0.989 

±0.002 
43.76 
±2.02 

0.999 
±0.001 

JPEG 
(QF=95) 

3.67 
±0.28 

16.25 
±2.09 

0.999 
±0.001 

42.29 
±2.21 

0.997 
±0.001 

JPEG 
(QF=75) 

11.06 
±1.45 

33.75 
±2.51 

0.981 
±0.002 

37.86 
±2.15 

0.993 
±0.002 

 
 It is possible to see that unlike standard lossless HSI model, our proposed color model cause slight, but not 
an annoying distortion of the image quality that can not be detected by human perseption. The degradation of the 
image quality constitutes less distortion compared to the quality of JPEG codec applied with highest quality 
factor (QF=95) and much better quality compared to JPEG quality factor 75 that is characterized as high quality 
of JPEG compression in modern photo industry. Results reveal that our proposed color model is better in terms 
of quality compared to JPEG codec that is widely used as file format in digital cameras. Compared to standard 
HSI color model, our model has worse result since standard model is lossless. 
 
2. Performance testing of new color model: 
 To test the performance of the new model, a portable device (smartphone) has been chosen as an embedded 
system. The smartphone is equipped with ARM 11 processor, and operates with Android operating system. It is 
well known that Android operating is the most common OS (Gottesman, B., 2012) as well as it is an open 
source. The ARM 11 processor family provides the engine that powers many smart phones in production today 
and is also widely used in consumer, home, and embedded applications. For example such popular models as 
Nokia 5800, HTC Hero, iPhone 3G, Samsung Galaxy, LG P500 are based on ARM 11 processor. The 
architecture of this processor includes integer core unit, vector floating point coprocessor, and shifter that allow 
fast (one machine cycle) hardware based logical shift (shifter) with register controlled shift distance. Presence of 
hardware shifter in architecture of modern embedded systems allows to perform fastest (single clock) shift 
operation independently to shift distance. Since proposed color model based on logical shift operations (see 
equations 2-7) it is obvious to see that the model adapted with architecture of embedded systems. 
 To address the performance of the proposed color model, a pilot study was conducted for randomly selected 
100 images acquired with different resolutions up to 5 Megapixels. All experiments were provided with a device 
that includes following parameters: CPU - 600 MHz ARM 11, 512 MB RAM, Android OS, v2.2 (Froyo). To 
provide numerical parameters of performance of the new proposed color model, an Android program was 
created using Java language and Android Development Kit. The program executes basic image-processing 
algorithms in spatial domain using standard HSI and proposed RtGtIt color models with measurement time 
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latency required for algorithms. Figure 3 illustrates the actual measurement results of program latency according 
to the image resolution for standard (2.b) and proposed (2.a) color models when table 2 shows numerical data of 
provided tests.  
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Fig. 2: Relation between time latency and image resolution during image processing using (a) proposed model, 

(b) - standard HSI color model.  
 
 The value of speedup is defined as the ratio between HSI and RtGtIt color model latencies for direct (from 
RGB), inverse (to RGB) conversions and basic image processing algorithms using standard and proposed color 
models. 
 
Table 2: Speedup of proposed color model. 

Id Applied algorithm Speedup, 
mean value 

St. Dev. 

1 Direct transform 13.16 1.25 
2 Inverse transform 13.8 1.27 
3 Image brightness correction 11.25 1.85 
4 Contrast stretching 10.12 1.91 
5 Histogram equalization 8.4 1.15 

 
 The practical results show that proposed model is around 13 times faster in direct and inverse transforms 
compared to standard model. This achievement can be explained by the fact that only fast processor operations 
involved to computations. On the other hand floating point arithmetic of HSI color model, using trigonometric 
functions and computation of square roots according to (Gonzales, R., R. Woods, 2009) give large amount of 
time latency and as consequence an excellent value of speedup of proposed model. During rise the 
computational complexity of image processing algorithms speedup is decreasing up to the value 8.4 obtained for 
histogram equalization algorithm. This fact can be explained by definition of speed given by equation 10: 
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 Speed up is defined as the ratio of image processing time for standard (HSI) model and proposed RtGtIt 
color models. Image processing time is sum of conversion time tc(direct and inverse) and time of image 
processing algorithm tp. It is obvious to see that increment of image processing time that is common for two 
models cause decrement of speedup value. 
 
4. Evaluation of new color model for its gamut: 
 As it was mentioned above, color image processing based on transforming from RGB color space to RtGtIt 
color space, modification in this space the intensity component then transforming back to RGB color space. 
These transformations potentially may generate a gamut problem, when the values of the variables may not be in 
their respective intervals. The spatial allocation of proposed RtGtIt color model is illustrated in the figure 3. 
 

  
(a)                                                                (b) 
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Fig. 3: Spatial configuration in front (a) and in back (b) of the RtGtIt color model. 
 
 Figure 3 is rendered using one point perspective projection created by OpenGL API (Dave Shreiner, 2013). 
Since RtGtIt model is based on integer arithmetic some points of RtGtIt virtual spaces are unfilled, contain brakes 
or jets that can be seen in the origin of coordinate system (see the figure 3.b). It is obvious to see that unlike to 
HSI system, proposed color model is not expanded to a cylindrical form that causes the risk to specify the 
coordinates, which lie outside the color gamut. In order to prevent this risk, some boundary elaborated and 
described below. 
 It is well known that geometrically, the RGB system can be represented as a cube with the red, green and 
blue axes defining the x, y, and z vectors respectively. The length of the cube edge for most popular 24 bits 
image formats equal to 255 units because each color component encoded using 8 bits. According to equations 2-
4 the range of trichomatic red and green components of RtGtIt model also limited by 255 but maximum value of 
intensity (see equation 4) does not exceed 191. During image processing original image is converted to RtGtIt 
color model, and then intensity component is modified according to the image processing algorithm. After 
inverse conversion to RGB color space (equation 5-8) result should be limited by the value 255 for each color 
component of RGB color model. To describe the boundary condition in general case we have designated as 

max
tI  a maximum value of intensity component of RtGtIt color model, 

maxR
- the maximum size of RGB cube 

edge. According to equations 5-7 the value of intensity component should be limited by the value 
max
tI  

computed according to the equation 11: 
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In particular case for processing 24 bits images equation 11 can be simplified to the equation 12: 
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 Using the value of intensity limited by the value 
max
tI  is a guarantee that resulting values of R, G, B 

components will be in their respective intervals. 
 
5. Conclusion: 
 Processing of color images based on standard color models such as HSV, HSI, HSL where two components 
contain color information and third one intensity value is very popular in digital image processing techniques. 
According to algorithms the intensity component is modified during image processing then inverse 
transformation applied to return results to original RGB format. This approach allows processing of color 
images using algorithms originally designed for gray scale images. However, standard models are not optimal in 
terms of speed since their equations include complex mathematical operations for microprocessor systems such 
as floating point arithmetic, computation of square root and triginometric functions. Especially this problem is 
actual for embedded systems that are often based on low cost processors with poor performance compare to 
performance of modern desktop systems.  
 In current paper new color model has been suggested for image processing using low cost embedded 
systems. The model designed with respecting the architecture of low cost mobile processors and performance 
tips of Android operating system. Conversion from original RGB color space to proposed RtGtIt system and its 
inverse according to equations 1-7 based on fast processor operations such as logical shift and basic integer 
arithmetic such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Performance testing provided using ARM 
11 processor shows more than ten times speed improvement in digital image processing compare to standard 
HSI model defined by Gonzalez and Woods (2009). Since proposed color model is not expanded to a cylindrical 
form, boundary conditions for general case (equation 11) and particular case of most popular 24 bits images 
(equation 12) are defined.   
 According to equations 1-7 proposed color model can be characterized as data loss format, but our 
investigations show that degradation of quality is small to be detected visually even using zooming tool (see the 
figure 2). Statistical investigations of original and processed images using standard and proposed color model 
confirm minimum change of image parameters even when compared with JPEG codec applied with maximum 
quality of image. Therefore, proposed color model can be recommended to be included to software of modern 
embedded systems for fast digital image processing of color images. 
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